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AUTONOMOUS AGENT HYBRID GAMES

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application

No. 61/61 0,826 filed on March 12 , 201 2 , U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

61/61 3,591 filed on March 2 1 , 201 2 and is related to Patent Cooperation Treaty

Application No. PCT/US1 1/26768, filed March 1, 201 1, Patent Cooperation Treaty

Application No. PCT/US1 1/63587, filed December 6 , 201 1, and Patent Cooperation

Treaty Application No. PCT/US1 2/581 56, filed September 29, 201 2 , the contents of

each of which are hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety as if stated in full

herein.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Embodiments of the present invention are generally related to gaming and

more specifically to autonomous agent hybrid games that include both an

entertainment game and a gambling game where autonomous agents can execute

within the entertainment game and trigger randomly generated payouts from an

agent wager in the gambling game.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The gaming machine manufacturing industry has traditionally developed

gaming machines with a gambling game. A gambling game is typically a game of

chance, which is a game where the outcome of the game is generally dependent

solely on chance (such as a slot machine). A game of chance can be contrasted

with a game of skill where the outcome of the game can depend upon a player's skill

with the game. Gambling games are typically not as interactive and do not include

graphics as sophisticated as an entertainment game, which is a game of skill such

as a video game.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Systems and methods in accordance with embodiments of the invention

operate an autonomous agent hybrid game. One embodiment includes an

autonomous agent hybrid game, including: a real world engine constructed to

provide a randomly generated payout of real world credits from a wager in a



gambling game; an entertainment software engine constructed to execute an

entertainment game providing outcomes based upon skillful execution of the

entertainment game involving at least one agent player action to earn a payout of

game world credits; and a game world engine constructed to manage the

entertainment software engine and communicate gameplay gambling event

occurrences based upon skillful execution of the entertainment game involving at

least one agent player action that trigger a wager in the gambling game to the

gambling game; where the game world engine utilizes an agency module

constructed to: configure an agent player profile stored within an agency database in

accordance with at least one agent player profile configuration rule based upon

player instructions received via a user interface prior to commencement of

entertainment game gameplay, where at least one agent player action involved with

skillful execution of the entertainment game during entertainment game gameplay

executed by the entertainment software engine is determined by the configuration of

the agent player profile; communicate an agent gameplay gambling event

occurrence detected in accordance with at least one agent gambling event

occurrence rule based upon at least one agent player action involved with skillful

execution of the entertainment game executed by the entertainment software engine

to the real world engine, where the gameplay gambling event occurrence triggers an

agent wager in the gambling game executed by the real world engine, where an

agent wager is a wager of gameplay resources associated with the agent player

profile for a randomly generated payout of gameplay resources; and allocate a

payout from the agent wager to a player profile associated with the player

instructions based upon the agent player profile in accordance with an agent wager

payout rule.

[0005] In a further embodiment, at least one player action is performed

autonomously and executes independent of a player instruction to execute.

[0006] In another embodiment, the gameplay resources wagered in an agent

wager include gameplay resources selected from the group consisting of: real world

credits, game world credits and elements, where elements are a limited resource

consumed within the entertainment game to advance entertainment game gameplay.

[0007] In a still further embodiment, the gameplay resources wagered in an agent

wager include real world credits.



[0008] In still another embodiment, the agency module is constructed to configure

an agent player profile based upon player instructions received via a user interface

during entertainment game gameplay.

[0009] In a yet further embodiment, the agent player profile is configured with an

allocation of real world credits from the player profile associated with the player

instructions, where the real world credits allocated to the agent player profile are

configured to be wagered in the agent wager.

[0010] In yet another embodiment, at least one agent player action involved with

skillful execution of the entertainment game is configured to mimic historical player

instructions based upon an agent player profile configuration rule that utilizes

historical player instructions.

[001 1] In a further embodiment again, the agent gambling event occurrence rule

configures the agency module to detect the occurrence of an agent gameplay

gambling event based upon an agent player entertainment game gameplay action

involving the consumption of an element, where an element is a limited resource

consumed within the entertainment game to advance entertainment game gameplay.

[0012] In another embodiment again, the agent gambling event occurrence rule

configures the agency module to detect the occurrence of an agent gameplay

gambling event based upon the consumption of a combination of elements

associated with an agent player profile, where elements are a limited resource

consumed within the entertainment game to advance entertainment game gameplay.

[0013] In a further additional embodiment, at least one agent player action

involved with skillful execution of the entertainment game during entertainment game

gameplay executed by the entertainment software engine are determined by a

configuration of logic stored in the agent player profile.

[0014] In another additional embodiment, the agent wager is made with wager

terms generated with at least one wager term configuration rule based upon the

agent player profile.

[0015] In a still yet further embodiment, the wager terms are configured in

accordance with at least one wager term configuration rule based upon an amount of

real world credits associated with the agent player profile.

[0016] In still yet another embodiment, different agent player profiles yield

different wager terms for an agent wager.



[0017] In a still further embodiment again, the agent wager is made with wager

terms generated with at least one wager term configuration rule based upon the

gameplay gambling event occurrence.

[0018] In still another embodiment again, different agent gameplay gambling

event occurrences yield different wager terms for an agent wager in accordance with

at least one wager term configuration rule.

[0019] In a still further additional embodiment, the agent wager is made with

wager terms stored within the agent player profile.

[0020] In still another additional embodiment, the player associated with the

player instructions and an agent associated with the agent player profile are

engaged in the same entertainment game gameplay session.

[0021] In a yet further embodiment again, a player is an electronic representation

of interactions associated with a player profile of the autonomous agent hybrid game.

[0022] A yet another embodiment again includes a method of operating an

autonomous agent hybrid game, the method including: configuring an agent player

profile stored within an agency database in accordance with at least one agent

player profile configuration rule based upon player instructions received via a user

interface prior to commencement of entertainment game gameplay using an agency

module utilized by a game world engine, where at least one agent player action

involved with skillful execution of the entertainment game executed by an

entertainment software engine is determined by the configuration of the agent player

profile and where the autonomous agent hybrid game includes: the game world

engine constructed to manage an entertainment software engine and communicate

gameplay gambling event occurrences based upon skillful execution of an

entertainment game that trigger at least one agent wager in a gambling game to a

gambling game executed by a real world engine; the entertainment software engine

constructed to execute an entertainment game providing outcomes based upon

skillful execution of the entertainment game to earn a payout of game world credits;

and a real world engine constructed to provide a randomly generated payout of real

world credits from an agent wager in a gambling game; communicating an agent

gameplay gambling event occurrence detected in accordance with at least one agent

gambling event occurrence rule based upon at least one agent player action involved

with skillful execution of the entertainment game executed by the entertainment

software engine to the real world engine using the agency module, where the



gameplay gambling event occurrence triggers an agent wager in the gambling game

executed by the real world engine, where an agent wager is a wager of gameplay

resources associated with the agent player profile for a randomly generated payout

of gameplay resources; and allocating a payout from the agent wager to a player

profile associated with the player instructions based upon the agent player profile in

accordance with an agent wager payout rule using the agency module.

[0023] A yet further additional embodiment includes a machine readable medium

containing processor instructions, where execution of the instructions by a processor

causes the processor to perform a process including: receiving player instructions

via a user interface; configuring an agent player profile in accordance with at least

one agent player profile configuration rule based upon the player instructions;

generating at least one agent player action involved with skillful execution of an

entertainment game based upon the configuration of the agent player profile;

communicating an agent gameplay gambling event occurrence detected in

accordance with at least one agent gambling event occurrence rule based upon at

least one agent player action involved with skillful execution of the entertainment

game to a gambling game; and allocating a payout from the gambling game to a

player profile associated with the player instructions based upon the agent player

profile in accordance with an agent wager payout rule.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] FIG. 1 illustrates an autonomous agent hybrid game in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention.

[0025] FIG. 2 is a conceptual diagram that illustrates how resources are utilized in

an autonomous agent hybrid game in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention.

[0026] FIG. 3 is a conceptual diagram that illustrates interplay between resources

and components of an autonomous agent hybrid game in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention.

[0027] FIG. 4 is a timing diagram that illustrates a process of facilitating

interactions between an entertainment game and a gambling game in accordance

with embodiments of the invention.

[0028] FIG. 5A illustrates a flow chart of a process for autonomous agent hybrid

game gameplay utilizing resources in accordance with embodiments of the invention.



[0029] FIG. 5B illustrates a conceptual diagram that illustrates utilization of

resources through a controlled entity in the process illustrated in FIG. 5A in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0030] FIG. 5C illustrates a conceptual diagram that illustrates utilization of

resources in the process illustrated in FIG. 5A in accordance with an embodiment of

the invention.

[0031] FIG. 6 is a system diagram that illustrates a network distributed

autonomous agent hybrid game in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0032] FIG. 7 is a system diagram that illustrates an implementation of a network

distributed autonomous agent hybrid game including a game world engine local

server in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0033] FIG. 8 is a system diagram that illustrates an implementation of a network

distributed hybrid game including a game world engine group server in accordance

with an embodiment of the invention.

[0034] FIG. 9 is a system diagram that illustrates an implementation of an Internet

distributed hybrid game in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0035] FIG. 10 illustrates a flow chart of a process of executing an autonomous

agent hybrid game gameplay session in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention.

[0036] FIG. 11A is a conceptual diagram that illustrates a process for configuring

an agent player profile prior to commencement of an entertainment game gameplay

session in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0037] FIG. 11B is a conceptual diagram that illustrates a process for entering an

entertainment game gameplay session with an agent in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention.

[0038] FIG. C is a conceptual diagram that illustrates a process for

communicating with an agent during an entertainment game gameplay session in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0039] FIG. 12 is a conceptual diagram that illustrates how resources are

allocated to an agent during an autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay session in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0040] FIG. 13 illustrates a flow chart of a process for executing an autonomous

agent hybrid game gameplay session in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention.



[0041] FIG. 14 is a conceptual diagram that illustrates how an agency module

functions to implement an external agent in an autonomous agent hybrid game in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0042] FIG. 15 illustrates a hardware architecture diagram of a processing

apparatus utilized in the implementation of an autonomous agent hybrid game in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0043] Turning now to the drawings, systems and methods for operation of

autonomous agent hybrid games are illustrated. In several embodiments, an

autonomous agent hybrid game is a form of a hybrid game that integrates an agency

module with both a gambling game that includes a real world engine (RWE) which

manages the gambling game, as well as an entertainment game that includes a

game world engine (GWE) which manages the entertainment portion of a game, and

an entertainment software engine (ESE) which executes the entertainment game for

user entertainment. In certain embodiments, the autonomous agent hybrid game

also includes a user interface associated with either or both the gambling game and

the entertainment game. A player of an autonomous agent hybrid game is the

electronic representation of interactions, typically via a user interface, associated

with a player profile of the autonomous agent hybrid game. In operation of an

autonomous agent hybrid game, a player or an autonomous agent acts upon various

types of elements of the entertainment game in a game world environment.

Elements are a limited resource consumed within an entertainment game to advance

entertainment game gameplay. In playing the entertainment game using the

elements, a player can (optionally) consume and accrue game world credits (GWC)

within the entertainment game. These credits can be in the form of (but are not

limited to) game world objects, experience points, skill points, or points generally that

are awarded or earned by the player for the player's play of the entertainment game.

Wagers are made in the gambling game using real world credits (RWC). The real

world credits can be credits in an actual currency, or can be credits in a virtual

currency which has real world value. Gambling outcomes from the gambling game

can cause consumption, loss or accrual of RWC. In addition, gambling outcomes in

the gambling game can influence elements in the entertainment game such as (but

not limited to) by restoring a consumed element, causing the loss of an element,



restoration or placement of a fixed element. In certain embodiments, gambling

games can facilitate the wager of GWC for a randomly generated payout of GWC or

a wager of elements for a randomly generated payout of elements. In particular

embodiments, an amount of GWC and/or elements used as part of a wager can

have a RWC value if cashed out of an autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay

session. Example elements include enabling elements (EE) which are elements that

enable a player's play of the entertainment game and whose consumption by the

player while playing the entertainment game can trigger a wager in a gambling

game. Another example of an element is a reserve enabling element (REE), which

is an element that converts into one or more enabling elements upon occurrence of a

release event in an autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay. Other types of

elements include actionable elements (AE) which are elements that are acted upon

to trigger a wager in the gambling game and cannot be restorable during normal play

of the entertainment game. In progressing through entertainment game gameplay,

elements can be utilized by a player or autonomous agent during interactions with a

controlled entity (CE) which is a character, entity, inanimate object, device or other

object under control of a player. Also, entertainment game gameplay progress can

be dependent upon: a required object (RO) which is a specific object in an

entertainment game acted upon for an AE to be completed (such as but not limited

to a specific key needed to open a door); a required environmental condition (REC)

which is a game state present within an entertainment game for an AE to be

completed (such as but not limited to daylight whose presence enables a character

to walk through woods); or a controlled entity characteristic (CEC) which is a status

of the CE within an entertainment game for an AE to be completed (such as but not

limited to a CE to have full health points before entering battle). Although various

gameplay resources, such as but not limited to GWC, RWC and elements are

discussed above, any gameplay resource can be utilized to advance autonomous

agent hybrid game gameplay as appropriate to the specification of a specific

application in accordance with embodiments of the invention. Various hybrid games

are discussed in Patent Cooperation Treaty Application No. PCT/US1 1/26768, filed

March 1, 201 1, entitled ENRICHED GAME PLAY ENVIRONMENT (SINGLE and/or

MULTIPLAYER) FOR CASINO APPLICATIONS and Patent Cooperation Treaty

Application No. PCT/US1 1/63587, filed December 6 , 201 1, entitled ENHANCED



SLOT-MACHINE FOR CASINO APPLICATIONS each disclosure of which is hereby

incorporated by reference in its entirety.

[0044] In many embodiments, an autonomous agent hybrid game utilizes an

agency module to allocate an agent wager payout resulting from at least one agent

player action generated from an agent player profile configured by a player of the

autonomous agent hybrid game. An agent is an autonomous player with agent

player actions during entertainment game gameplay determined by the configuration

of the agent player profile. An agent player profile can be configured using an

agency module in accordance with at least one agent player profile configuration rule

based upon instructions received via a user interface. These instructions can be

generated by a player of the autonomous agent hybrid game. The agent player

profile configuration rules can include any rule that configures any aspect of an agent

player profile based upon player instructions received via a user interface including

but not limited to: performance of agent player actions, gameplay resources

available to an agent player during autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay, wager

terms that govern an agent wager and definitions of an agent gameplay gambling

event occurrence. In numerous embodiments, an agent player action is an action

during autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay that can be performed by an agent

or to an agent. In a number of embodiments, gameplay resources available to an

agent can include gameplay resources that are associated with an agent player

profile upon initiation of an entertainment game gameplay session or allocated to an

agent player profile from another player profile. In certain embodiments, RWC can

be allocated as a gameplay resource from a player profile to an agent player profile

that can be wagered upon being triggered by an agent gameplay gambling event

occurrence. In several embodiments, an agent player profile can be configured prior

to commencement of an entertainment game. In a number of embodiments, an

agent player profile can be configured during an entertainment game gameplay

session.

[0045] In several embodiments, an agency module can communicate an agent

gameplay gambling event occurrence to the real world engine. An agent gameplay

gambling event occurrence can be defined by at least one agent gambling event

occurrence rule based upon at least one agent player action during entertainment

game gameplay. An agent gambling event occurrence rule can define an agent

gameplay gambling event occurrence as any event that can occur during



entertainment game gameplay involving an agent, such as but not limited to

accumulation of a certain quantity of gameplay resources associated with an agent

player profile, elapse of an amount of time in an entertainment game gameplay

session in which an agent is active, consumption of an element or performance of an

agent player action. The gameplay gambling event occurrence can trigger an agent

wager in the gambling game executed by the real world engine. An agent wager is a

wager of gameplay resources associated with the agent player profile for a randomly

generated payout of gameplay resources. In several embodiments, an agent wager

can be made with wager terms generated with at least one wager term configuration

rule based upon the agent player profile and/or the gameplay gambling event

occurrence that triggered the agent wager. Wager terms can be configured based

upon any aspect of the agent player profile, such as but not limited to an amount of

RWC associated with the agent player profile during a gameplay gambling event

occurrence, the experience level that characterizes the agent player profile or past

agent wagers associated with the agent player profile. Similarly, wager terms can be

configured based upon any aspect of the agent gameplay gambling event

occurrence, such as but not limited to the quantity of gameplay resources associated

with an agent player profile, an element consumed (such as an actionable element)

or the performance of an agent player action that is part of the agent gameplay

gambling event occurrence.

[0046] In numerous embodiments, a payout from the agent wager is allocated to

a player profile based upon the agent player profile in accordance with an agent

wager payout rule. An agent wager payout rule can allocate a randomly generated

payout from an agent wager in any manner including, but not limited to, entirely to

the agent player profile associated with the agent of the agent player action that

triggered the agent wager, entirely to a player profile (such as but not limited to the

player profile associated with the player instructions used to configure the agent

player profile) or partially to a player profile or to the agent player profile. In certain

embodiments, the agent wager payout rule can be stored and configured as part of

an agent player profile.

[0047] In several embodiments, an agency database can be utilized to store

information that enables an agency module to function, such as but not limited to

agent player profiles, player profiles, agent player profile configuration rules, agent

gameplay gambling event occurrences, agent gambling event occurrence rules,



wager terms associated with agent wagers and agent wager payout rules.

Information in an agency database can be loaded from a remote server accessible to

the agency module over a network or stored locally on an autonomous agent hybrid

game. In certain embodiments, a server maintains an agency database accessible

to multiple autonomous agent hybrid games over a network. In other embodiments,

each autonomous agent hybrid game maintains an agency database locally that is

accessible by the agency module or other remote agency modules over a network.

[0048] In numerous embodiments, an agency module can be implemented locally

on an autonomous agent hybrid game within the GWE, remotely on an agency

server accessible to an autonomous agent hybrid game via a network, or as a

distributed system where processes of an agency module occur locally on an

autonomous agent hybrid game and on a remote server.

[0049] Autonomous agent hybrid games in accordance with embodiments of the

invention are discussed below.

Autonomous Agent Hybrid Games

[0050] In many embodiments, an autonomous agent hybrid game integrates high-

levels of entertainment content with a game of skill (entertainment game), a

gambling experience with a game of chance (gambling game). An autonomous

agent hybrid game provides for random outcomes independent of player skill while

providing that the user's gaming experience (as measured by obstacles/challenges

encountered, time of play and other factors) is shaped by the player's skill. The

autonomous agent hybrid game can also utilize an agency module to allocate a

gambling game agent wager payout resulting from at least one agent player action

generated from an agent player profile configured by a player of the autonomous

agent hybrid game. An autonomous agent hybrid game in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 1. The autonomous agent hybrid

game 128 includes a RWE 102, GWE 112 , ESE 120, gambling game user interface

122 and entertainment game user interface 124. The two user interfaces can be part

of the same user interface but are separate in the illustrated embodiment. The RWE

102 is connected with the GWE 112 and the gambling game user interface 122. The

ESE 120 is connected with the GWE 112 and the entertainment game user interface

124. The GWE 112 is connected also with the entertainment game user interface

124.



[0051] In several embodiments, the RWE 102 is the operating system for the

gambling game of the autonomous agent hybrid game 128 and controls and

operates the gambling game. The operation of a gambling game is enabled by

RWC, such as money or other real world funds. A gambling game can increase or

decreases an amount of RWC based on random gambling outcomes, where the

gambling proposition of a gambling game is typically regulated by gaming control

bodies. In many embodiments, the RWE includes a RW operating system (OS) 104,

random number generator (RNG) 106, level n real-world credit pay tables (Table Ln-

RWC) 108, RWC meters 110 and other software constructs that enable a game of

chance to offer a fair and transparent gambling proposition, and to contain the

auditable systems and functions that can enable the game to obtain gaming

regulatory body approval.

[0052] A random number generator (RNG) 106 includes software and/or

hardware algorithms and/or processes, which are used to generate random

outcomes. A level n real-world credit pay table (Table Ln-RWC) 108 is a table that

can be used in conjunction with a random number generator (RNG) 106 to dictate

the real world credits (RWC) earned as a function of sponsored gameplay and is

analogous to the pay tables used in a conventional slot machine. Table Ln-RWC

payouts are independent of player skill. There can be one or a plurality of Table Ln-

RWC pay tables 108 contained in a gambling game, the selection of which can be

determined by factors including (but not limited to) game progress a player has

earned, and/or bonus rounds which a player can be eligible for. Real world credits

(RWC) are credits analogous to slot machine game credits, which are entered into a

gambling game by the user, either in the form of money such as hard currency or

electronic funds. RWCs can be decremented or augmented based on the outcome

of a random number generator according to the Table Ln-RWC real world credits pay

table 108, independent of player skill. In certain embodiments, an amount of RWC

can be used as criteria in order to enter higher ESE game levels. RWC can be

carried forward to higher game levels or paid out if a cash out is opted for by a

player. The amount of RWC used to enter a specific level of the game level n need

not be the same for each level.

[0053] In many embodiments, the GWE 112 manages the overall autonomous

agent hybrid game operation, with the RWE 102 and the ESE 120 effectively being

support units to the GWE 112 . In several embodiments, the GWE 112 contains



mechanical, electronic and software system for an entertainment game. The GWE

112 includes an operating system (OS) 114 that provides control of the

entertainment game. The GWE additionally contains a level n game world credit pay

table (Table Ln-GWC) 116 from where to take input from this table to affect the play

of the entertainment game. The GWE 112 can further couple to the RWE 102 to

determine the amount of RWC available on the game and other metrics of wagering

on the gambling game (and potentially affect the amount of RWC in play on the

RWE). The GWE additionally contains various audit logs and activity meters (such

as the GWC meter) 118 . The GWE 112 can also couple to a centralized server for

exchanging various data related to the player and their activities on the game. The

GWE 112 furthermore couples to the ESE 120.

[0054] In many embodiments, a level n game world credit pay table (Table Ln-

GWC) 116 dictates the GWC earned as a function of player skill in the nth level of

the game. The payouts governed by this table are dependent upon player skill and

sponsored gameplay at large and can or cannot be coupled to a random number

generator. In several embodiments, game world credits (GWC) are player points

earned or depleted as a function of player skill, specifically as a function of player

performance in the context of the game. GWC is analogous to the score in a typical

video game. Each entertainment game has one or more scoring criterion,

embedded within the Table Ln-GWC 116 that reflects player performance against

the goal(s) of the game. GWC can be carried forward from one level of sponsored

gameplay to another, and ultimately paid out in various manners such as directly in

cash, or indirectly such as by earning entrance into a sweepstakes drawing, or

earning participation in, or victory in, a tournament with prizes. GWC can be stored

on a player tracking card or in a network-based player tracking system, where the

GWC is attributed to a specific player.

[0055] In certain embodiments, the operation of the GWE does not affect the

RWE's gambling operation except for player choice parameters that are allowable in

slot machines including but not limited to wager terms such as but not limited to a

wager amount, how fast the player wants to play (by pressing a button or pulling the

handle of a slot machine) and/or agreement to wager into a bonus round. In this

sense, the RWE 102 provides a fair and transparent, non-skill based gambling

proposition co-processor to the GWE 112 . In the illustrated embodiment, the

communication link shown between the GWE 112 and the RWE 102 allows the GWE



112 to obtain information from the RWE 102 as to the amount of RWC available in

the gambling game. The communication link can also convey a status operation of

the RWE (such as on-line or tilt). The communication link can further communicate

the various gambling control factors which the RWE 102 uses as input, such as the

number of RWC consumed per game or the player's election to enter a jackpot

round. In FIG. 1, the GWE 112 is also shown as connecting to the player's user

interface directly, as this can be utilized to communicate certain entertainment game

club points, player status, control the selection of choices and messages which a

player can find useful in order to adjust the entertainment game experience or

understand their gambling status in the RWE 102.

[0056] In various embodiments, the ESE 120 manages and controls the visual,

audio, and player control for the entertainment game. In certain embodiments, the

ESE 120 accepts input from a player through a set of hand controls, and/or head,

gesture, and/or eye tracking systems and outputs video, audio and/or other sensory

output to a user interface. In many embodiments, the ESE 120 can exchange data

with and accept control information from the GWE 112 . In several embodiments an

ESE 120 can be implemented using a personal computer (PC), a Sony PlayStation®

(a video game console developed by Sony Computer Entertainment of Tokyo

Japan), or Microsoft Xbox® (a video game console developed by Microsoft

Corporation of Redmond, Washington) running a specific entertainment game

software program. In numerous embodiments, an ESE can be an electromechanical

game system of an autonomous agent hybrid game that is an electromechanical

hybrid game. An electromechanical hybrid game executes an electromechanical

game for player entertainment. The electromechanical game can be any game that

utilizes both mechanical and electrical components, where the game operates as a

combination of mechanical motions performed by at least one player or the

electromechanical game itself. Various electromechanical hybrid games are

discussed in Patent Cooperation Treaty Application No. PCT/US1 2/581 56, filed

September 29, 201 2 , the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference in

their entirety.

[0057] The ESE 120 operates mostly independently from the GWE 112 , except

that via the interface, the GWE 112 can send certain entertainment game control

parameters and elements to the ESE 120 to affect its play, such as (but not limited

to) what level of character to be using, changing the difficulty level of the game,



changing the type of gun or car in use, and/or requesting potions to become

available or to be found by the character. These game control parameters and

elements can be based on a gambling outcome of a gambling game that was

triggered by an element in the entertainment game being acted upon by the player.

The ESE 120 can accept this input from the GWE 112 , make adjustments, and

continue the play action all the while running seamlessly from the player's

perspective. The ESE's operation is mostly skill based, except for where the ESE's

processes can inject complexities into the game by chance in its normal operation to

create unpredictability in the entertainment game. Utilizing this interface, the ESE

120 can also communicate player choices made in the game to the GWE 112 , such

as but not limited to selection of a different gun, and/or the player picking up a

special potion in the GW environment. The GWE's job in this architecture, being

interfaced thusly to the ESE 120, is to allow the transparent coupling of

entertainment software to a fair and transparent random chance gambling game,

providing a seamless perspective to the player that they are playing a typical popular

entertainment game (which is skill based). In certain embodiments, the ESE 120

can be used to enable a wide range of entertainment games including but not limited

to popular titles from arcade and home video games, such as but not limited to

Gears of War (a third person shooter game developed by Epic Games of Cary, North

Carolina), Time Crisis (a shooter arcade game developed by Namco Ltd of Tokyo,

Japan), or Madden Football (an American football video game developed by EA

Tiburon of Maitland, Florida). Providers of such software can provide the previously

described interface by which the GWE 120 can request amendments to the

operation of the ESE software in order to provide seamless and sensible operation

as both a gambling game and an entertainment game.

[0058] In several embodiments, the RWE 102 can accept a trigger to run a

gambling game in response to actions taken by the player in the entertainment game

as conveyed by the ESE 120 to the GWE 112 , or as triggered by the GWE 112

based on its algorithms, background to the overall game from the player's

perspective, but can provide information to the GWE 112 to expose the player to

certain aspects of the gambling game, such as (but not limited to) odds, amount of

RWC in play, and amount of RWC available. The RWE 102 can accept

modifications in the amount of RWC wagered on each individual gambling try, or the

number of games per minute the RWE 102 can execute, entrance into a bonus



round, and other factors, all the while these factors can take a different form than

that of a typical slot machine. An example of a varying wager amount that the player

can choose can include but is not limited to gameplay with a more powerful

character, a more powerful gun, or a better car. These choices can increase or

decrease the amount wagered per individual gambling game, in the same manner

that a standard slot machine player can decide to wager more or less credits for

each pull of the handle. In several embodiments, the RWE 102 can communicate a

number of factors back and forth to the GWE 112 , via an interface, such

increase/decrease in wager being a function of the player's decision making as to

their operational profile in the entertainment game (such as but not limited to the

power of the character, gun selection or car choice). In this manner, the player is

always in control of the per game wager amount, with the choice mapping to some

parameter or component that is applicable to the entertainment game experience of

the hybrid game. In a particular embodiment, the RWE 102 operation can be a

game of chance as a gambling game running every 10 seconds where the amount

wagered is communicated from the GWE 112 as a function of choices the player

makes in the operation profile in the entertainment game such as those cited above.

[0059] In many embodiments, an autonomous agent hybrid game integrates a

video game style gambling machine, where the gambling game (including an RWE

102 and RWC) is not player skill based, while at the same time allows players to use

their skills to earn club points which a casino operator can translate to rewards,

tournament opportunities and prizes for the players. The actual exchange of

monetary funds earned or lost directly from gambling against a game of chance in a

gambling game, such as a slot machine, is preserved. At the same time a rich

environment of rewards to stimulate gamers can be established with the

entertainment game. In several embodiments, the autonomous agent hybrid game

can leverage very popular titles with gamers and provides a sea change environment

for casinos to attract players with games that are more akin to the type of

entertainment that a younger generation desires. In various embodiments, players

can use their skill towards building and banking GWC that in turn can be used to win

tournaments and various prizes as a function of their gamer prowess. Numerous

embodiments minimize the underlying changes needed to the aforementioned

entertainment software for the hybrid game to operate within an entertainment game



construct, thus making a plethora of complex game titles and environments, rapid

and inexpensive to deploy in a gambling environment.

[0060] In certain embodiments, autonomous agent hybrid games also allow

players to gain entry into subsequent competitions through the accumulation of

game world credits (GWC) as a function of the user's demonstrated skill at the game.

These competitions can pit individual players or groups of players against one

another and/or against the casino to win prizes based upon a combination of chance

and skill. These competitions can be either asynchronous events, whereby players

participate at a time and/or place of their choosing, or they can be synchronized

events, whereby players participate at a specific time and/or venue.

[0061] In many embodiments, one or more players engage in playing an

entertainment game, resident in the ESE, the outcomes of which are dependent at

least in part on skill. The autonomous agent hybrid game can include an

entertainment game that includes head to head play between a single player and the

computer, between two or more players against one another, or multiple players

playing against the computer and/or each other, as well as the process by which

players bet on the outcome of the entertainment game. The entertainment game

can also be a game where the player is not playing against the computer or any

other player, such as in games where the player is effectively playing against himself

or herself (such as but not limited to Solitaire and Babette).

[0062] In several embodiments, a player can interact with an autonomous agent

hybrid game by using RWC in interactions with a gambling game along with GWC

and elements in interactions with an entertainment game. The gambling game can

be executed by a RWE while an entertainment game can be executed with an ESE

and managed with a GWE. A conceptual diagram that illustrates how resources

such as GWC, RWC and elements, such as but not limited to EE, are utilized in an

autonomous agent hybrid game in accordance with an embodiment of the invention

is illustrated in FIG. 2 . The conceptual diagram illustrates that RWC 204, EE 208

and GWC 206 can be utilized by a player 202 in interactions with the RWE 2 10 ,

GWE 2 12 and ESE 2 14 of an autonomous agent hybrid game 2 16 . The contribution

of elements, such as EE 208, can be linked to a player's access to credits, such as

RWC 204 or GWC 206. Electronic receipt of these credits can come via a smart

card, voucher or other portable media, or as received over a network from a server.

In certain implementations, these credits can be drawn on demand from a player



profile located in a database locally on an autonomous agent hybrid game or in a

remote server.

[0063] A conceptual diagram that illustrates interplay between elements and

components of an autonomous agent hybrid game in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 3 . Similar to FIG. 2 , a player's

actions and/or decisions can affect functions 306 that consume and/or accumulate

GWC 302 and/or EE 304 in an entertainment game executed by an ESE 3 10 . A

GWE 3 12 can monitor the activities taking place within an entertainment game

executed by an ESE 3 10 for gameplay gambling event occurrences. The GWE 3 12

can also communicate the gameplay gambling event occurrences to an RWE 3 14

that triggers a wager of RWC 3 16 in a gambling game executed by the RWE 3 14 .

[0064] A timing diagram that illustrates a process of facilitating interactions

between an entertainment game and a gambling game in accordance with

embodiments of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 4 . The process includes a player

performing a player action using a user interface. An ESE 406 can signal (408) a

GWE 404 of the player action. The GWE 404 can signal (41 0) the ESE 406 as to

the amount of EE that will be consumed by the player action in return. The signal

can configure a function that controls EE consumption, decay or addition for the

ESE. The ESE 406 can, based upon the function, consume an amount of EE

designated by the GWE 404 to couple to the activity. Upon detection that the player

action is a gameplay gambling event, the GWE 404 can signal an RWE 402 as to the

wager terms associated with the gameplay gambling event triggers (41 2) a wager.

The RWE 402 can consume RWC in executing the wager. The RWE 402 can return

RWC as a payout from the wager. The RWE 402 can inform (41 4) the GWE 404 as

to the payout from the wager. The GWE 404 can signal (41 6) the ESE 406 to

ascribe a payout of EE based upon the wager. The ESE 406 can reconcile and

combine the payout of EE with the EE already ascribed to the player in the

entertainment game. The ESE 406 can signal (408) the GWE 404 as to its updated

status based upon reconciling the payout of EE, and the GWE 404 can signal the

ESE 406 of a payout of GWC in response (420) to the status update.

[0065] In some embodiments, the gambling wager may be triggered by a player's

or autonomous agent's use of various elements within the entertainment game.

These elements include, but are not limited to, enabling elements (EE) which are

elements that enable a player's play of the entertainment game and whose



consumption by the player while playing the entertainment game can trigger a wager

in a gambling game. Another example of an element is a reserve enabling element

(REE), which is an element that converts into one or more enabling elements upon

occurrence of a release event in an autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay.

Other types of elements include actionable elements (AE) which are elements that

are acted upon to trigger a wager in the gambling game and cannot be restorable

during normal play of the entertainment game. In progressing through entertainment

game gameplay, elements can be utilized by a player or autonomous agent during

interactions with a controlled entity (CE) which is a character, entity, inanimate

object, device or other object under control of a player. Also, entertainment game

gameplay progress can be dependent upon: a required object (RO) which is a

specific object in an entertainment game acted upon for an AE to be completed

(such as but not limited to a specific key needed to open a door); a required

environmental condition (REC) which is a game state present within an

entertainment game for an AE to be completed (such as but not limited to daylight

whose presence enables a character to walk through woods); or a controlled entity

characteristic (CEC) which is a status of the CE within an entertainment game for an

AE to be completed (such as but not limited to a CE to have full health points before

entering battle). Although various gameplay resources, such as but not limited to

GWC, RWC and elements are discussed above, any gameplay resource can be

utilized to advance autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay as appropriate to the

specification of a specific application in accordance with embodiments of the

invention.

[0066] In some embodiments, the consumption of the element may occur in the

ESE without intermediation by the GWE. In other embodiments, the element is not

consumed during entertainment game play but may be used to trigger a wager

repeatedly.

[0067] In certain embodiments, the sequence of events in the timing diagram of

FIG. 4 can be reflected in a first person shooter themed entertainment game. For

example, a player can select a machine gun to use in an entertainment game and

fires a burst at an opponent. The ESE can signal (408) the GWE of the player

action, such as the player's choice of weapon, that a burst of fire was fired, and the

outcome of whether the player hit the opponent with the burst of fire. The GWE can

process the information concerning the machine gun burst, and signal (41 0) the ESE



to consume 3 bullets (EE) with each pull of the trigger. The entertainment game

then will consume 3 bullets (EE) based upon the trigger being pulled. The GWE can

also signal (41 2) the RWE that 3 credits of RWC are to be wagered to match the 3

bullets (EE) consumed, on a particular pay table (Table Ln-RC) as a function how

much damage the player inflicted on his/her opponent. The RWE can consume the

3 credits for the wager and execute the specified wager. In executing the wager, the

RWE can determine that the player hits a jackpot of 6 credits, and return the 6

credits of RWC to the credit meter. The RWE can also inform (41 4) the GWE that 3

credits of RWC net were won as a payout from the wager. The GWE can signal

(41 6) the ESE to add 3 bullets (EE) to the player's ammunition clip based upon the

gambling game payout. The ESE can then add 3 bullets (EE) to the player's

ammunition clip in the entertainment game. This can take place by directly adding

them to the clip, or can happen in the context of the entertainment game, such as the

player finding extra ammunition on the ground or in an old abandoned ammunition

dump. The GWE can receive (41 8) an update from the ESE as to the total amount

of EE associated with the player. The GWE can log the new player score (GWC) in

the game (as a function of the successful hit on the opponent) based on the update,

and signal (420) the ESE to add 2 extra points of GWC to the player's score.

[0068] A process for utilizing resources within an autonomous agent hybrid game

during gameplay in accordance with embodiments of the invention is illustrated in

FIG. 5A. The process 500 includes executing (502) an entertainment game, which in

turn can trigger the execution (504) of a gambling game. The gambling game can

generate (506) a payout of RWCs due to a wager made within the gambling game.

Optionally, the entertainment game can continue (508) to execute during and/or after

the execution of the gambling game and/or the payout from wagers made during the

gambling game.

[0069] A conceptual diagram that illustrates utilization of resources through a

controlled entity (CE) in the process illustrated in FIG. 5A in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 5B. The diagram 520 illustrates

that a player 522 can instruct a CE 524 to utilize EE 526 to act upon an AE 528 in an

entertainment game. Action upon an AE 528 can trigger a gambling game in which

RWC 530 is utilized in a RWE 532 within at least one wager. When a gambling

game session is completed, a determination is made as to whether there is any

RWC 3 14 left within the gambling game session, which is paid out and/or used to



reallocate the EE 506 available to the CE in the entertainment game. A conceptual

diagram that illustrates utilization of resources in the process illustrated in FIG. 5A

directly without a CE in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated

in FIG. 5C. The diagram 560 illustrates that a player 562 can directly utilize EE 564

to act upon an AE 566 in an entertainment game. Similar to FIG. 5B, action upon an

AE 566 can trigger a gambling game in which RWC 572 is utilized in a RWE 570

within at least one wager. When a gambling game session is completed, a

determination is made as to whether there is any RWC 568 left within the gambling

game session, which is paid out and/or used to reallocate the EE 564 available to

the player in the entertainment game.

[0070] In many embodiments, if an entertainment game employs an American

football themed entertainment game, a player can bet on whether or not the player

will beat another player. These bets can be made, for example, on the final outcome

of the game, and/or the state of the game along various intermediary points (such as

but not limited to the score at the end of the 1st quarter) and/or on various measures

associated with the game (such as but not limited to the total offensive yards,

number of turnovers, or number of sacks). Players can bet against one another, or

engage the computer in a head to head competition in the context of their skill level

in the entertainment game in question. As such, players can have a handicap

associated with their player profile that describes their skill (which can be their

professed skill in certain embodiments), and which is used by a GWE (such as a

local GWE or a GWE that receives services from remote servers) to offer appropriate

bets around the final and/or intermediate outcomes of the entertainment game,

and/or to condition sponsored gameplay as a function of player skill, and/or to select

players across one or more autonomous agent hybrid games to participate in head

to head games and/or tournaments.

[0071] Many embodiments enable the maximization of the number of players able

to compete competitively by enabling handicapping of players by utilizing a skill

normalization module that handicaps players to even the skill level of players

competing against each other. Handicapping enables players of varying

performance potential to compete competitively regardless of absolute skill level,

such as but not limited to where a player whose skill level identifies the player as a

beginner can compete in head to head or tournament play against a highly skilled

player with meaningful results.



[0072] In several embodiments, wagers can be made among numerous

autonomous agent hybrid games with a global betting manager (GBM). The GBM is

a system that coordinates wagers that are made across multiple autonomous agent

hybrid games by multiple players. In some implementations it can also support

wagers by third parties relative to the in game performance of other players. The

GBM can stand alone, or is capable of being embedded in one of a number of

systems, including a GWE, ESE or any remote server capable of providing services

to an autonomous agent hybrid game, or can operate independently on one or a

number of servers on-site at a casino, as part of a larger network and/or the Internet

or cloud in general. The GBM also supports the management of lottery tickets

issued as a function of sponsored gameplay.

[0073] Although various components of autonomous agent hybrid games are

discussed above, autonomous agent hybrid games can be configured with any

component as appropriate to the specification of a specific application in accordance

with embodiments of the invention. In certain embodiments, components of an

autonomous agent hybrid game, such as a GWE, RWE, ESE can be configured in

different ways for a specific autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay application.

Network connected autonomous agent hybrid games are discussed below.

Network Connected Autonomous Agent Hybrid Games

[0074] Autonomous agent hybrid games in accordance with many embodiments

of the invention can operate locally while being network connected to draw services

from remote locations or to communicate with other autonomous agent hybrid

games. In many embodiments, operations associated with an autonomous agent

hybrid game utilizing an agency module can be performed across multiple devices.

These multiple devices can be implemented using a single server or a plurality of

servers such that an autonomous agent hybrid game is executed as a system in a

virtualized space, such as (but not limited to) where the RWE and GWE are large

scale centralized servers in the cloud coupled to a plurality of widely distributed ESE

controllers or clients via the Internet.

[0075] In many embodiments, an RWE server can perform certain functionalities

of a RWE of an autonomous agent hybrid game. In certain embodiments, a RWE

server includes a centralized odds engine which can generate random outcomes

(such as but not limited to win/loss outcomes) for a gambling game. The RWE



server can perform a number of simultaneous or pseudo-simultaneous runs in order

to generate random outcomes for a variety of odds percentages that one or more

networked autonomous agent hybrid games can use. In certain embodiments, an

RWE of an autonomous agent hybrid game can send information to a RWE server

including (but not limited to) Table Ln-RWC tables, maximum speed of play for a

gambling game, gambling game monetary denominations or any promotional RWC

provided by the operator of the autonomous agent hybrid game. In particular

embodiments, a RWE server can send information to a RWE of an autonomous

agent hybrid game including (but not limited to) RWC used in the gambling game,

player profile information or play activity and a profile associated with a player.

[0076] In several embodiments, a GWE server can perform the functionality of the

GWE across various autonomous agent hybrid games. These functionalities can

include (but are not limited to) providing a method for monitoring high scores on

select groups of games, coordinating interactions between gameplay layers, linking

groups of games in order to join them in head to head tournaments, and acting as a

tournament manager.

[0077] In a variety of embodiments, management of player profile information can

be performed by a patron management server separate from a GWE server. A

patron management server can manage information related to a player profile,

including (but not limited to) data concerning controlled entities (such as characters

used by a player in entertainment game gameplay), game scores, elements, RWC

and GWC associated with particular players and managing tournament reservations.

Although a patron management server is discussed separate from a GWE server, in

certain embodiments a GWE server also performs the functions of a patron

management server. In certain embodiments, a GWE of an autonomous agent

hybrid game can send information to a patron management server including (but not

limited to) GWC and RWC used in a game, player profile information, play activity

and profile information for players and synchronization information between a

gambling game and an entertainment game or other aspects of an autonomous

agent hybrid game. In particular embodiments, a patron management server can

send information to a GWE of an autonomous agent hybrid game including (but not

limited to) entertainment game title and type, tournament information, Table Ln-GWC

tables, special offers, character or profile setup and synchronization information



between a gambling game and an entertainment game or other aspects of an

autonomous agent hybrid game.

[0078] In numerous embodiments, an ESE server provides a host for managing

head to head play, operating on the network of ESEs which are connected to the

ESE server by providing an environment where players can compete directly with

one another and interact with other players. Although an ESE server is discussed

separate from a GWE server, in certain embodiments a GWE server also performs

the functions of an ESE server.

[0079] In several embodiments, an agency server can be connected with an

autonomous agent hybrid game and can implement an agency module to coordinate

the activities of an autonomous agent hybrid game. An agency module can execute

as part of an agency server to allocate a gambling game agent wager payout

resulting from at least one agent player action generated from an agent player profile

configured by a player of the autonomous agent hybrid game.

[0080] Servers connected via a network to implement autonomous agent hybrid

games in accordance with many embodiments of the invention can communicate

with each other to provide services utilized within an autonomous agent hybrid

game. In several embodiments a RWE server can communicate with a GWE server.

A RWE server can communicate with a GWE server to communicate any type of

information as appropriate for a specific application, including (but not limited to):

information used to configure the various simultaneous or pseudo simultaneous odds

engines executing in parallel within the RWE to accomplish autonomous agent

hybrid game system functionalities, information used to determine metrics of RWE

performance such as random executions run and outcomes for tracking system

performance, information used to perform audits, provide operator reports, and

information used to request the results of a random run win/loss result for use of

function operating within the GWE (such as where automatic drawings for prizes are

a function of ESE performance).

[0081] In several embodiments a GWE server can communicate with an ESE

server. A GWE server can communicate with an ESE server to communicate any

type of information as appropriate for a specific application, including (but not limited

to): the management of an ESE server by a GWE server during an autonomous

agent hybrid game tournament. Typically a GWE (such as a GWE that runs within

an autonomous agent hybrid game or on a GWE server) is not aware of the



relationship of itself to the rest of a tournament since in a typical configuration the

actual tournament play is managed by the ESE server. Therefore, management of

an autonomous agent hybrid game tournament can include (but is not limited to)

tasks such as: conducting tournaments according to system programming that can

be coordinated by an operator of the autonomous agent hybrid game; allowing entry

of a particular player into a tournament; communicating the number of players in a

tournament and the status of the tournament (such as but not limited to the amount

of surviving players, their status within the game, time remaining on the tournament);

communicating the performance of its players within the tournament; communicating

the scores of the various members in the tournament; and providing a synchronizing

link to connect the GWEs in a tournament with their respective ESE's.

[0082] In several embodiments a GWE server can communicate with a patron

management server. A GWE server can communicate with a patron management

server to communicate any type of information as appropriate for a specific

application, including (but not limited to) information for configuring tournaments

according to system programming conducted by an operator of an autonomous

agent hybrid game, information for exchange of data used to link a player's player

profile to their ability to participate in various forms of sponsored gameplay (such as

but not limited to the difficulty of play set by the GWE server or the GWE),

information for determining a player's ability to participate in a tournament as a

function of a player's characteristics (such as but not limited to a player's gaming

prowess or other metrics used for tournament screening), information for configuring

GWE and ESE performance to suit preferences of a player on a particular

autonomous agent hybrid game, information for determining a player's play and

gambling performance for the purposes of marketing intelligence, and information for

logging secondary drawing awards, tournament prizes, RWC and GWC into the

player profile.

[0083] In many embodiments, the actual location of where various algorithms and

functions are executed can be located either in the game contained devices (RWE,

GWE, ESE), on the servers (RWE server, GWE server, or ESE server), or a

combination of both game contained devices and servers. In particular

embodiments, certain functions of a RWE server, GWE server, patron management

server or ESE server can operate on the local RWE, GWE or ESE contained with an

autonomous agent hybrid game locally. In certain embodiments, a server is a server



system including a plurality of servers, where software can be run on one or more

physical devices. Similarly, in particular embodiments, multiple servers can be

combined on a single physical device.

[0084] Autonomous agent hybrid games in accordance with many embodiments

of the invention can be networked with remote servers in various configurations. A

networked autonomous agent hybrid game in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention is illustrated in FIG. 6 . The networked autonomous agent hybrid game 6 12

is connected with a RWE server 602, patron management server 604, GWE server

606, ESE server 608 and an agency server 6 14 over a network 6 10 , such as (but not

limited to) the Internet. Servers networked with a networked autonomous agent

hybrid game 6 12 can also communicate with each of the components of a networked

autonomous agent hybrid game and amongst the other servers in communication

with the networked autonomous agent hybrid game 6 12 .

[0085] A system diagram that illustrates an implementation of a network

distributed autonomous agent hybrid game with a GWE local server in accordance

with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 7 . The system includes

several autonomous agent hybrid games 706 sharing services from the same GWE

local server 702 over a network. The several autonomous agent hybrid games can

be implemented on any device, including laptops, desktop computers, mobile

phones, tablets or a wireless personal digital assistant 7 12 (PDA) over a wireless

connection. A single autonomous agent hybrid game 706 with a RWE 7 10 , ESE 708

and GWE 702 is enclosed within a dotted line. A number of other peripheral

systems, such as player management, casino management, regulatory, and hosting

servers can also interface with the autonomous agent hybrid games over a network

within an operator's firewall 704. Also, other servers can reside outside the bounds

of a network within an operator's firewall 704 to provide additional services for

network connected autonomous agent hybrid games.

[0086] A system diagram that illustrates an implementation of a network

distributed hybrid game with a GWE local server and a GWE group server in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 8 . This system

includes an autonomous agent hybrid game with a RWE 8 12 , ESE 8 10 and GWE

local server 804 enclosed within a dotted line but where a single hybrid game can

call upon services from servers within an operator's firewall 806 (such as but not

limited to a GWE local server) as well as beyond an operator's firewall 806 (such but



not limited to a GWE group server 802). The GWE group server 802 can coordinate

multiple autonomous agent hybrid games from across a network that spans beyond

an operator's firewall 806. A GWE server system 8 18 can include multiple GWE

servers, such as but not limited to a GWE local server 804 and a GWE group server

802. Multiple network connected hybrid games can implemented using various

computing devices (such as but not limited to laptops, desktop computers, mobile

phones, tablets or a wireless PDA 8 16) and be connected to various servers to call

upon services that enable the execution of the hybrid game.

[0087] A system diagram that illustrates an implementation of network distributed

hybrid games over the Internet in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is

illustrated in FIG. 9 . The system includes an ESE server 902, GWE server 904 and

RWE server 906 that connects to a user interface 9 10 (such as but not limited to a

television screen, computer terminal, tablet, touchscreen or PDA) of autonomous

agent hybrid games over the Internet 908. Each autonomous agent hybrid game

includes a local ESE 9 12 that also interfaces with a remote ESE server 902.

Processes performed by an ESE 9 16 services can be performed in multiple

locations, such as but not limited to remotely on an ESE server 902 and locally on a

local ESE 9 12 .

[0088] Although various networked autonomous agent hybrid games are

discussed above, autonomous agent hybrid games can be networked in any

configuration as appropriate to the specification of a specific application in

accordance with embodiments of the invention. In certain embodiments,

components of a networked autonomous agent hybrid game, such as a GWE, RWE,

ESE or servers that perform services for a GWE, RWE or ESE, can be networked in

different configurations for a specific networked autonomous agent hybrid game

gameplay application. Agency modules are discussed below.

Agency Modules

[0089] Agency modules in accordance with many embodiments of the invention

enable autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay at a high-level of player gameplay

abstraction where players indirectly experience a gameplay environment though

autonomously functioning agents. In several embodiments, a player's gameplay

interactions can span from a low-level of player gameplay abstraction to a high-level

of player gameplay abstraction. A low-level of player gameplay abstraction



describes player gameplay where the player is directly engaged in player gameplay,

such as but not limited to by directly manipulating a gameplay environment. The

player's interactions with a user interface (such as but not limited to buttons, touch

screen, game controller, mock-rifle, or a keyboard) are communicated in near-real

time to the ESE and inform, direct and influence player actions within the

entertainment game. An example of a low-level of player gameplay abstraction in

certain embodiment can include a player pressed button on a user interface that fires

a weapon in a shooter themed entertainment game.

[0090] In several embodiments, a mid-level player gameplay abstraction includes

a player progressing through an entertainment game gameplay session using a CE.

A CE can be an avatar within a game from which a player can interact with a

gameplay environment. A player can use a CE by giving instructions directly through

a CE, which the CE carries out. In several embodiments with an adventure themed

entertainment game, a player can utilize a CE that plays the role of a thief. The

player can control the CE and cause the CE to undertake certain actions, such as

but not limited to attack another character, attempt to pick locks or to pick up items.

A player can control the CE from a user interface such as by pressing a button when

approaching a locked door, which can cause the CE to undergo a process of

attempting to pick a lock. A player can generate a player instruction that directs a

CE in a mid-level player gameplay abstraction (such as but not limited to directing a

CE to pick a lock), which is interpreted in the context of an entertainment game

gameplay environment (such as but not limited to standing in front of a locked door)

and leads to the invocation of a player action performed by the CE. The invocation

of the player action can include the consumption of elements and/or other gameplay

resources. In various embodiments where multiple CEs are controlled in a football

themed entertainment game, a player can select a play to be run, and then the

player's CEs (such as but not limited to the offensive players on the field) can

execute the player instruction.

[0091] In various embodiments, a high-level of player gameplay abstraction

describes when a player is indirectly engaged in player gameplay by utilizing an

agent. In contrast to a low-level or mid-level of player gameplay abstraction where a

player can directly manipulate a gameplay environment or control a CE to

manipulate a gameplay environment, a player does not directly control an agent

during an entertainment game gameplay session to directly manipulate a gameplay



environment when engaged at a high-level of player gameplay abstraction. In

engaging in gameplay at a high-level of gameplay abstraction, a player can configure

an agent that is released into an entertainment game gameplay session to

autonomously progress through gameplay without direct, real time instruction from a

player.

[0092] An agency module in accordance with many embodiments of the invention

is constructed to enable autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay at a high-level of

player gameplay abstraction by allocating a gambling game agent wager payout

resulting from at least one agent player action generated from an agent player profile

configured by a player of the autonomous agent hybrid game. A flow chart of a

process used by an agency module to execute an autonomous agent hybrid game

gameplay session in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in

FIG. 10 . The process 1000 includes configuring ( 1 002) an agent by configuring the

agent's agent player profile. During entertainment game gameplay, agent player

actions can be generated using the agent player profile. The agent player actions

can be interpreted as an agent gameplay gambling event occurrence that can be

communicated ( 1 004) to a RWE to trigger an agent wager. The agent wager can

generate a payout that is allocated ( 1 006) to the player that configured the agent. In

certain embodiments, an agent wager payout can also include an addition of EE to

an agent player profile based upon a payout of RWC as defined by an agent player

profile.

[0093] A conceptual diagram that illustrates a process for configuring an agent

player profile prior to commencement of an entertainment game gameplay session in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 11A . The

conceptual diagram illustrates that a player 1102 can design an agent by configuring

the agent player profile 1104 prior to the commencement of an entertainment game

gameplay session. An agent player profile can be configured based upon

instructions received via a user interface. These instructions can be generated by a

player of the autonomous agent hybrid game. In certain embodiments, these

instructions can be interpreted by an agent player profile configuration rule and

mapped to a particular agent player profile configuration, such as but not limited to

an instruction for changing the aggressiveness setting for an agent that configures

the agent player profile to change the rate of occurrence for agent player actions. An

agent player profile configuration rule can include any rule that configures any aspect



of an agent player profile based upon player instructions received via a user

interface including but not limited to: performance of agent player actions, gameplay

resources available to an agent player during autonomous agent hybrid game

gameplay, wager terms that govern an agent wager and definitions of an agent

gameplay gambling event occurrence.

[0094] In many embodiments, an agent player profile configuration rule can place

limits on how the agent player profile is configured. In certain embodiments, an

agent player profile configuration rule can mandate that an allocation of RWC from a

player profile to an agent player profile be made only once to place a total limit on a

player's exposure to loss of RWC.

[0095] In numerous embodiments, an agent's agent player profile can be

configured by the gameplay environment of the autonomous agent hybrid game. An

agent player profile can be configured by the gameplay environment of the

autonomous agent hybrid game in any manner, such as but not limited to an agent

player profile upgrading to higher experience levels based upon entertainment game

gameplay accomplishments and from a loss or acquisition of various gameplay

resources. These configurations to an agent player profile can also affect the

configurations previously set by player instructions, such as but not limited to

updating or negating previous configurations of the agent player profile.

Furthermore, an agent player profile can be saved/and or associated with a player

profile to be deployed on different autonomous agent hybrid games at and/or at

different times. A conceptual diagram that illustrates a process for entering an

entertainment game gameplay session with an agent in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 11B. The conceptual diagram

illustrates that an agent 1124 can directly utilize EE 1126 during gameplay without

player 1122 supervision.

[0096] In many embodiments, a player can interact with an agent after configuring

an agent player profile after an entertainment game gameplay session begins. A

player can interact with an agent in various ways, including but not limited to by

interacting with an agent in a manner similar to an interaction with another player

during an entertainment game gameplay session and to further configure the agent

player profile. In certain embodiments, a player can further configure the agent

player profile to address issues relating to an ongoing gameplay session, such as

but not limited to causing the agent to exit or pause gameplay and to augment the



gameplay resources associated with an agent player profile with depleted gameplay

resources. The interaction can occur at any time, including but not limited to during

an entertainment game gameplay session, prior to execution of an agent wager or

after a particular agent player action has occurred. A conceptual diagram that

illustrates a process for communicating with an agent during an entertainment game

gameplay session in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in

FIG. 11C. The conceptual diagram illustrates that a player 1142 can communicate

during an entertainment game gameplay session with an agent 1144 that can

autonomously utilize EE 1146.

[0097] In various embodiments, an agent player profile can be configured with an

allocation of RWC transferred to the agent player profile from a player profile

associated with the player that configures the agent player profile. The agent can

progress through gameplay in a manner prescribed by the configuration of the agent

player profile and generate agent player actions used to trigger an agent wager. The

agent wager can be made with wager terms set by the configuration of the agent

player profile and the payout from the wager can be allocated to the player profile of

the player that configured the agent player profile. A conceptual diagram that

illustrates how resources are allocated to an agent during an autonomous agent

hybrid game gameplay session in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is

illustrated in FIG. 12 . The conceptual diagram illustrates how RWC 1202 can be

allocated from a player profile to the agent player profiles of several agents 1204.

Along with the allocation of RWC, each agent player profile can be configured with

particular wager terms dependent upon different agent gameplay gambling event

occurrences. Upon occurrence of the different agent gameplay gambling event

occurrences, an agent wager can be taken in a gambling game 1208 which can

generate a payout of real world credits that are added to the RWC 1202 of the player

profile that provided RWC to the agent player profiles. In several embodiments, the

gambling game is not affected by the configuration of the agent player profiles as the

RNG and pay tables are independent of entertainment game play.

[0098] A flow chart of a process for executing an autonomous agent hybrid game

gameplay session in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in

FIG. 13 . The process 1300 includes configuring ( 1302) an agent player profile.

Entertainment game gameplay can be initiated ( 1304) with a configured agent player

profile. A decision 1306 can be made as to whether a player can interact with an



agent during entertainment game gameplay. If a player is to interact with an agent,

then the interaction ( 1308) is made. If the player is not to interact with an agent, then

an interaction is not made and autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay continues.

During the course of autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay, agent player actions

can be detected as agent gameplay gambling event occurrences to trigger an agent

wager in a gambling game with the resultant payout from an agent wager collected

( 1 3 10) by the player.

[0099] Agency modules in accordance with many embodiments of the invention

can enable the implementation of an external agent that can assume a role that can

be taken by a player in autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay and an internal

agent that autonomously progresses through entertainment game gameplay without

assuming a role that can be taken by a player. In several embodiments, an external

agent can assume a role that can be taken by a player by utilizing an agent player

profile that is configured to generate agent player actions of an agent in a role that

can be taken by a player. The agent player profile can be configured utilizing

historical player interactions with the autonomous agent hybrid game, such as by

utilizing an agent player profile configuration rule that is a learning algorithm that

configures the agent player profile to generate agent player actions that mimic

historical player actions. Any type of learning algorithm can be utilized to configure a

external agent's agent player profile including but not limed to supervised learning

algorithms (such as but not limited to support vector machines that can receive

reinforcement to classify sequences of gameplay actions that are indicative of a

player action performed by a player and sequences of gameplay actions that are not

indicative of a player action performed by a player) and unsupervised learning

algorithms (such as but not limited to linear classifiers that utilize statistical

classification of data relating to historical player actions to classify sequences of

gameplay actions that are indicative of a player action performed by a player and

agent player actions that are not indicative of a sequence of gameplay actions that

are likely to be performed by a player). In many embodiments, an agency module

that configures an agent player profile of an external agent can interface with

information that is sent from a user interface to a GWE and/or ESE to implement an

agent whose agent player actions configured by an agent player profile take the

place of player actions that can otherwise be generated by a player via a user

interface. In certain embodiments, an agency module can enable a player to



activate or deactivate an external agent, where deactivating an external agent can

enable the player to directly manipulate a gameplay environment with player actions

in lieu of agent player actions. The manner in which an agency module functions in

an autonomous agent hybrid game in order to implement an external agent in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention Is conceptually illustrated in FIG.

14 . An agency module 1402 for an external agent can use player instructions via a

user interface 1408 to configure an agent player profile for the external agent player

profile in accordance with at least one agent player profile configuration rule. In

certain embodiments, process maps 14 10 can be utilized to integrate an

entertainment game executed by an ESE 1406 within the game world operating

system provided by the GWE 1404. In particular embodiments, an agency module

can monitor the configuration of an agent player profile to determine the degree to

which an agent player profile is configured, such as but not limited to the degree to

which an agent player profile utilizes default settings as contrasted with settings that

are configured by a player.

[00100] Although various components of agency modules are discussed above,

agency modules can be configured in any manner within an autonomous agent

hybrid game as appropriate to the specification of a specific application in

accordance with embodiments of the invention. In certain embodiments, agent

player profiles can configure external agents or internal agents in different

configurations for different autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay applications.

Examples of autonomous agent hybrid games of different gameplay themes are

discussed below.

Autonomous Agent Hybrid Game Gameplay Themes

[00101] An agency module in accordance with many embodiments of the invention

is constructed to enable autonomous agent hybrid game gameplay within the context

of an entertainment game gameplay theme by allocating a gambling game agent

wager payout resulting from at least one agent player action generated from an

agent player profile configured by a player of the autonomous agent hybrid game. In

certain embodiments, a military tank game gameplay theme can be implemented by

an autonomous agent hybrid game. In the tank game gameplay theme, a minimum

RWC commitment can be used in order to initiate gameplay, such as but not limited

to 20 credits of RWC. In certain embodiments, a player can put in an amount of



RWC above the minimum commitment (such as but not limited to 30 credits of RWC)

to enjoy the benefit of the additional RWC during gameplay. An autonomous agent

hybrid game can include a host mode that enables a player to choose from a number

of choices as to a specific theatre of war, such as but not limited to the WWII

Western Front, WWII Eastern Front, WWII North African Front. A player can then

begin to configure an agent player profile, such as the configuration for at least one

tank that can be utilized as an agent during autonomous agent hybrid game

gameplay. In configuring the tank's agent player profile, an agency module can

configure the tank's agent player profile using at least one agent player profile

configuration rule based upon player instructions received at a user interface. A

player using the user interface can configure a tank's agent player profile by

specifying various aspects of the tank, such as but not limited to various levels of

armor, fuel capacity, speed, firepower, amount of ammunition available to the tank, a

tank's aggressiveness in battle and particular tank commanders used to pilot a tank.

Player instructions concerning a gameplay theme (such as but not limited to a tank's

aggressiveness in battle and particular tank commanders to be utilized in battle) can

be interpreted in accordance with at least one agent player profile configuration rule

to configure an agent player profile that can be used to generate agent player

actions in an entertainment game gameplay session (such as but not limited to

modifying the rate at which attacking agent player actions are performed based upon

a player instruction concerning aggressiveness or the identity of a particular tank

commander used in battle).

[00102] In several embodiments, player instructions can configure an agent player

profile to replicate aspects of a configuration of an agent player profile used in a

previous entertainment game gameplay session. In certain embodiments, previous

configurations of agent player profiles used by a player can be stored and associated

with a player's player profile. An agent player profile configuration rule can be used

to copy aspects of a stored agent player profile configuration to an agent player

profile that is undergoing configuration based upon player instructions. In certain

embodiments with the military tank game gameplay theme, a tank's agent player

profile can be configured to replicate aspects of a configuration of a tank's agent

player profile used in a previous entertainment game gameplay session. In several

embodiments, a player can design a high-speed tank that is lightly armored with a

small but highly accurate main gun, and outfitted it with twenty armor-piercing shells.



Each shell can function as an EE where 1 unit of RWC is also consumed with each

use of the shell. The player can also configure the tank's agent player profile with an

aggressive commander highly skilled at maneuvering with moderate weapon

targeting abilities at the helm of the tank, where the configuration for the tank's agent

player profile associated with this commander is loaded from a previous gameplay

session. In certain embodiments, a player can expend RWC or GWC in order to

make other configurations to the tank's agent player profile, such as to upgrade the

tank or utilize a more experienced crew. For example, a player can expend 10 units

of GWC to outfit the tank with an engine set that is 10% more fuel-efficient. In

particular embodiments, a user interface can also provide feedback to a player

concerning the configuration of an agent player profile, such as by presenting

information that can inform a player as to an affect on entertainment game gameplay

or gambling game gameplay that can result with a particular configuration for an

agent player profile.

[00103] In several embodiments with the tank themed entertainment game, a

player can release a tank into the field of battle after the tank's agent player profile is

configured. The player can observe the tank's progress on a user interface

representative of a map, along with various metrics related to the tank's gameplay

progress, such as but not limited to fuel remaining, shells remaining, armor damage

and kills achieved. The player can interact with the user interface to alter the

player's view of the tank from the first to third person relative to the tank. In certain

embodiments, the field of battle can include a fixed area of terrain occupied by the

player's tank, opposition tanks, friendly tanks and a range of obstacles. As the tank

is an agent, the player does not directly control the tank's actions within the

entertainment game gameplay session. The tank can progress within the

entertainment game gameplay session (such as but not limiting to moving, firing,

retreating or taking evasive action) in response to the tank's agent player profile. In

certain embodiments, each time the tank fires a shell, EE is consumed and a

gambling game is initiated with an agent wager. Payouts from the agent wager can

also add an amount of EE to the agent player profile that can be utilized in the

entertainment game by the tank, such as additional shells that appear in a tank's

magazine. Also, GWC can be accumulated as a function of the tank's performance

in the field of battle and can accrue to the player's player profile. In many

embodiments, the tank can continue to progress in the entertainment game until the



tank is destroyed, retreats, is out of ammunition, or has accomplished its goal of the

entertainment game gameplay session.

[00104] In several embodiments, a player can communicate with the tank during

the entertainment game gameplay session. A player can take a role as a general

behind the line of battle. The player can attempt to communicate with a tank from

the user interface (such as but no limited to where the communications simulate

radio communications) to send specific messages to the tank. These messages can

be specific to in-battle tactics (such as but not limited to a command to retreat, move

to a particular area, attack a structure, load ammunition at a particular location on the

gameplay map or fire at will). The tank can process and respond to the

communications from the player in accordance with the tank's agent player profile.

In certain embodiments, the entertainment game can simulate battlefield conditions

by causing certain communications to be lost and not delivered to particular tanks

(such as but not limited to when a tank is out of radio contact).

[00105] In many embodiments, a military strategy based gameplay theme with an

external agent can be implemented by an autonomous agent hybrid game. The

military strategy based gameplay theme can utilize an external agent whose agent

player profile is configured in accordance with an agent player profile configuration

rule that utilizes historical player instructions. The historical player instructions can

span the course of a single or several gameplay sessions that a player is engaged

in. In several embodiments, an agent player profile can be configured with a set of

rules reflective of a player's preferred strategy. In several embodiments, a player

can configure an agent player profile of an external agent by configuring the agent

player profile with an agent player profile configuration rule that utilizes historical

player instructions. Upon commencement of an entertainment game gameplay

session, a player can release the external agent to progress in the entertainment

game gameplay session in a role similar to one that can be taken by the player and

to collect payouts from agent wagers triggered by an agent gameplay gambling

event occurrence based upon an agent player action. A player can also control the

progress of the entertainment game gameplay session such as by ending or pausing

the entertainment game gameplay session. In certain embodiments, a player can

also place wagers on the gameplay progress of an agent, such as but not limited to

whether the agent will win or lose a head to head game with another player.



[00106] In several embodiments, a battling robots gameplay theme can be

implemented by an autonomous agent hybrid game. The battling robots gameplay

theme can be implemented by configuring an agent player profile for each robot,

where each robot is an agent, which can battle with other robots. A robot can have

two types of EE, a weapon based EE and an armor based EE. As an entertainment

game gameplay session progresses, a robot can attack with weapons and expend

weapons EE, or defend by taking armor damage and expend armor EE. Also, each

hit taken by the armor can be an agent gameplay gambling event occurrence that

triggers an agent wager with wager terms using RWC associated with armor while

each use of the weapons EE is an agent gameplay gambling event occurrence that

triggers an agent wager with wager terms using RWC associated with weapons that

are more favorable than the wager terms associated with armor.

[00107] In a number of embodiments, an adventure role playing game gameplay

theme can be implemented by an autonomous agent hybrid game. In certain

embodiments, an adventure themed entertainment game can enable a player to

attack monsters with an agent that fights alongside the player. The agent can have

two types of EE, a weapon based EE and an armor based EE. During the

entertainment game gameplay session, the agent can attack creatures alongside the

player with weapons, expending weapon EE, or defend by taking armor damage,

expending armor EE. Also, each hit taken by the armor can be an agent gameplay

gambling event occurrence that triggers an agent wager with wager terms using

RWC associated with armor while each use of the weapons EE is an agent

gameplay gambling event occurrence that triggers an agent wager with wager terms

using RWC associated with weapons that are more favorable than the wager terms

associated with armor.

[00108] Although various constructions of agency modules are discussed above,

agency modules can be constructed to facilitate autonomous agent hybrid game

gameplay with various gameplay themes as appropriate to the specifications of a

specific application in accordance with embodiments of the invention. In certain

embodiments, an agency module can implement any variation of a competition

themed entertainment game (such as but not limited to a horse racing gameplay

theme, cock fighting gameplay theme or a boxing gameplay theme) where a player

configures an agent (such as but not limited to a racehorse, rooster or a boxer) to



compete in a competition with other players. Processing apparatuses that can be

implemented in an autonomous agent hybrid game are discussed below.

Processing Apparatus

[00109] Any of a variety of processing apparatuses can host various components

of an autonomous agent hybrid game in accordance with embodiments of the

invention. In several embodiments, these processing apparatuses can include, but

are not limited to, a video gaming console, a gaming machine, a general purpose

computer, a computing device, a controller and/or a mobile computing device, such

as a tablet computer, a personal data assistant, or a smartphone. A processing

apparatus that is constructed to implement an autonomous agent hybrid game in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 15 . In the

processing apparatus 1500, a processor 1504 is coupled to a memory 1506 by a bus

1528. The processor 1504 is also coupled to non-transitory processor-readable

storage media, such as a storage device 1508 that stores processor-executable

instructions 15 12 and data 15 10 through the system bus 1528 to an I/O bus 1526

through a storage controller 15 18 . The processor 1504 is also coupled to one or

more interfaces that can be used to connect the processor to other processing

apparatuses as well as networks as described herein. The processor 1504 is also

coupled via the bus to user input devices 1514, such as tactile devices including but

not limited to keyboards, keypads, foot pads, touch screens, and/or trackballs, as

well as non-contact devices such as audio input devices, motion sensors and motion

capture devices that the processing apparatus can use to receive inputs from a user

when the user interacts with the processing apparatus. The processor 1504 is

connected to these user input devices 15 14 through the system bus 1528, to the I/O

bus 1526 and through the input controller 1520. The processor 1504 is also coupled

via the bus to user output devices 15 16 such as (but not limited to) visual output

devices, audio output devices, and/or tactile output devices that the processing

apparatus uses to generate outputs perceivable by the user when the user interacts

with the processing apparatus. In several embodiments, the processor is coupled to

visual output devices such as (but not limited to) display screens, light panels, and/or

lighted displays. In a number of embodiments, the processor is coupled to audio

output devices such as (but not limited to) speakers, and/or sound amplifiers. In

many embodiments, the processor is coupled to tactile output devices like vibrators,



and/or manipulators. The processor is connected to output devices from the system

bus 1528 to the I/O bus 1526 and through the output controller 1522. The processor

1504 can also be connected to a communications interface 1502 from the system

bus 1528 to the I/O bus 1526 through a communications controller 1524.

[001 10] In various embodiments, a processor loads the instructions and the data

from the storage device into the memory and executes the instructions and operates

on the data to implement the various aspects and features of the components of a

gaming system as described herein. The processor uses the user input devices and

the user output devices in accordance with the instructions and the data in order to

create and operate user interfaces for players, casino operators, and/or owners as

described herein.

[001 11] Although the processing apparatus is described herein as being

constructed from a processor and instructions stored and executed by hardware

components, the processing apparatus can be composed of only hardware

components in accordance with many embodiments. In addition, although the

storage device is described as being coupled to the processor through a bus, those

skilled in the art of processing apparatuses will understand that the storage device

can include removable media such as but not limited to a USB memory device, an

optical CD ROM, magnetic media such as tape and disks. Also, the storage device

can be accessed through one of the interfaces or over a network. Furthermore, any

of the user input devices or user output devices can be coupled to the processor via

one of the interfaces or over a network. In addition, although a single processor is

described, those skilled in the art will understand that the processor can be a

controller or other computing device or a separate computer as well as be composed

of multiple processors or computing devices.

[001 12] In numerous embodiments, any of an RWE, GWE or ESE as described

herein can be implemented on multiple processing apparatuses, whether dedicated,

shared or distributed in any combination thereof, or can be implemented on a single

processing apparatus. In addition, while certain aspects and features of element

management processes described herein have been attributed to an RWE, GWE, or

ESE, these aspects and features can be implemented in a hybrid form where any of

the features or aspects can be performed by any of a RWE, GWE, ESE within an

autonomous agent hybrid game without deviating from the spirit of the invention.



[001 13] While the above description contains many specific embodiments of the

invention, these should not be construed as limitations on the scope of the invention,

but rather as an example of one embodiment thereof. It is therefore to be

understood that the present invention can be practiced otherwise than specifically

described, without departing from the scope and spirit of the present invention.

Thus, embodiments of the present invention should be considered in all respects as

illustrative and not restrictive.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An autonomous agent hybrid game, comprising:

a real world engine constructed to provide a randomly generated

payout of real world credits from a wager in a gambling game;

an entertainment software engine constructed to execute an

entertainment game providing outcomes based upon skillful execution of the

entertainment game involving at least one agent player action to earn a payout of

game world credits; and

a game world engine constructed to manage the entertainment

software engine and communicate gameplay gambling event occurrences based

upon skillful execution of the entertainment game involving at least one agent player

action that trigger a wager in the gambling game to the gambling game;

wherein the game world engine utilizes an agency module constructed

to:

configure an agent player profile stored within an agency

database in accordance with at least one agent player profile configuration rule

based upon player instructions received via a user interface prior to commencement

of entertainment game gameplay, where at least one agent player action involved

with skillful execution of the entertainment game during entertainment game

gameplay executed by the entertainment software engine is determined by the

configuration of the agent player profile;

communicate an agent gameplay gambling event occurrence

detected in accordance with at least one agent gambling event occurrence rule

based upon at least one agent player action involved with skillful execution of the

entertainment game executed by the entertainment software engine to the real world

engine, where the gameplay gambling event occurrence triggers an agent wager in

the gambling game executed by the real world engine, where an agent wager is a

wager of gameplay resources associated with the agent player profile for a randomly

generated payout of gameplay resources; and

allocate a payout from the agent wager to a player profile

associated with the player instructions based upon the agent player profile in

accordance with an agent wager payout rule.



2 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein at least one

player action is performed autonomously and executes independent of a player

instruction to execute.

3 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the gameplay

resources wagered in an agent wager comprise gameplay resources selected from

the group consisting of: real world credits, game world credits and elements, where

elements are a limited resource consumed within the entertainment game to

advance entertainment game gameplay.

4 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the gameplay

resources wagered in an agent wager comprise real world credits.

5 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the agency

module is constructed to configure an agent player profile based upon player

instructions received via a user interface during entertainment game gameplay.

6 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the agent

player profile is configured with an allocation of real world credits from the player

profile associated with the player instructions, where the real world credits allocated

to the agent player profile are configured to be wagered in the agent wager.

7 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein at least one

agent player action involved with skillful execution of the entertainment game is

configured to mimic historical player instructions based upon an agent player profile

configuration rule that utilizes historical player instructions.

8 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the agent

gambling event occurrence rule configures the agency module to detect the

occurrence of an agent gameplay gambling event based upon an agent player

entertainment game gameplay action involving the consumption of an element,

where an element is a limited resource consumed within the entertainment game to

advance entertainment game gameplay.



9 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the agent

gambling event occurrence rule configures the agency module to detect the

occurrence of an agent gameplay gambling event based upon the consumption of a

combination of elements associated with an agent player profile, where elements are

a limited resource consumed within the entertainment game to advance

entertainment game gameplay.

10 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein at least one

agent player action involved with skillful execution of the entertainment game during

entertainment game gameplay executed by the entertainment software engine is

determined by a configuration of logic stored in the agent player profile.

11. The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the agent

wager is made with wager terms generated with at least one wager term

configuration rule based upon the agent player profile.

12 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 11, wherein the wager

terms are configured in accordance with at least one wager term configuration rule

based upon an amount of real world credits associated with the agent player profile.

13 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 11, wherein different

agent player profiles yield different wager terms for an agent wager.

14 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the agent

wager is made with wager terms generated with at least one wager term

configuration rule based upon the gameplay gambling event occurrence.

15 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 14 , wherein different

agent gameplay gambling event occurrences yield different wager terms for an agent

wager in accordance with at least one wager term configuration rule.

16 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the agent

wager is made with wager terms stored within the agent player profile.



17 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein the player

associated with the player instructions and an agent associated with the agent player

profile are engaged in the same entertainment game gameplay session.

18 . The autonomous agent hybrid game of claim 1, wherein a player is an

electronic representation of interactions associated with a player profile of the

autonomous agent hybrid game.

19 . A method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game, the method

comprising:

configuring an agent player profile stored within an agency database in

accordance with at least one agent player profile configuration rule based upon

player instructions received via a user interface prior to commencement of

entertainment game gameplay using an agency module utilized by a game world

engine, where at least one agent player action involved with skillful execution of the

entertainment game executed by an entertainment software engine is determined by

the configuration of the agent player profile and wherein the autonomous agent

hybrid game comprises:

the game world engine constructed to manage an entertainment

software engine and communicate gameplay gambling event occurrences based

upon skillful execution of an entertainment game that trigger at least one agent

wager in a gambling game to a gambling game executed by a real world engine;

the entertainment software engine constructed to execute an

entertainment game providing outcomes based upon skillful execution of the

entertainment game to earn a payout of game world credits; and

a real world engine constructed to provide a randomly generated

payout of real world credits from an agent wager in a gambling game;

communicating an agent gameplay gambling event occurrence

detected in accordance with at least one agent gambling event occurrence rule

based upon at least one agent player action involved with skillful execution of the

entertainment game executed by the entertainment software engine to the real world

engine using the agency module, where the gameplay gambling event occurrence

triggers an agent wager in the gambling game executed by the real world engine,



where an agent wager is a wager of gameplay resources associated with the agent

player profile for a randomly generated payout of gameplay resources; and

allocating a payout from the agent wager to a player profile associated

with the player instructions based upon the agent player profile in accordance with

an agent wager payout rule using the agency module.

20. The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein at least one player action is performed autonomously and executes

independent of a player instruction to execute.

2 1 . The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein the gameplay resources wagered in an agent wager comprise gameplay

resources selected from the group consisting of: real world credits, game world

credits and elements, where elements are a limited resource consumed within the

entertainment game to advance entertainment game gameplay.

22. The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein the gameplay resources wagered in an agent wager comprise real world

credits.

23. The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein the agency module is constructed to configure an agent player profile

based upon player instructions received via a user interface during entertainment

game gameplay.

24. The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein the agent player profile is configured with an allocation of real world

credits from the player profile associated with the player instructions, where the real

world credits allocated to the agent player profile are configured to be wagered in the

agent wager.

25. The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein at least one agent player action involved with skillful execution of the



entertainment game is configured to mimic historical player instructions based upon

an agent player profile configuration rule that utilizes historical player instructions.

26. The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein the agent gambling event occurrence rule configures the agency module

to detect the occurrence of an agent gameplay gambling event based upon an agent

player entertainment game gameplay action involving the consumption of an

element, where an element is a limited resource consumed within the entertainment

game to advance entertainment game gameplay.

27. The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein the agent gambling event occurrence rule configures the agency module

to detect the occurrence of an agent gameplay gambling event based upon the

consumption of a combination of elements associated with an agent player profile,

where elements are a limited resource consumed within the entertainment game to

advance entertainment game gameplay.

28. The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein at least one agent player action involved with skillful execution of the

entertainment game during entertainment game gameplay executed by the

entertainment software engine is determined by a configuration of logic stored in the

agent player profile.

29. The method of operating an autonomous agent hybrid game of claim

19 , wherein the agent wager is made with wager terms generated with at least one

wager term configuration rule based upon the agent player profile.

30. A machine readable medium containing processor instructions, where

execution of the instructions by a processor causes the processor to perform a

process comprising:

receiving player instructions via a user interface;

configuring an agent player profile in accordance with at least one

agent player profile configuration rule based upon the player instructions;



generating at least one agent player action involved with skillful

execution of an entertainment game based upon the configuration of the agent

player profile;

communicating an agent gameplay gambling event occurrence

detected in accordance with at least one agent gambling event occurrence rule

based upon at least one agent player action involved with skillful execution of the

entertainment game to a gambling game; and

allocating a payout from the gambling game to a player profile

associated with the player instructions based upon the agent player profile in

accordance with an agent wager payout rule.
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